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Harga motor kawasaki touring 250cc

Pros: Typical Gahar design of cruiser motorcycles The wind is blowing to protect against comfortable long-distance driving wind Stable performance function There is a full safety function ABS brake There is a pannier for the shortcomings of the 250 Tourer model: Kawasaki Versis has a line of adventure motorcycles and
motorcycle touring through Kawasaki Versis. Designed with a powerful macho, the powerful Kawasaki Versys is used for long distances with high comfort. Kawasaki Versys has a variety of modern features that are intimidating on any terrain. For long distances, Kawasaki Versys is very comfortable and safe, either alone
or in large numbers. On the Kawasaki-Versis line, there is a fairly complete selection of 250cc, 650cc engines and the largest 1000cc engines. Kawasaki Versys is actually a street bike that is comfortable to drive for short and long distances in all road conditions, especially on windy roads, comfortable and safe to drive.
The Kawasaki Versis Sasar Kawasaki Velling Bike Touring segment has been part of kawasaki's family line of adventure touring bikes since 2007. Targeting the touring bike segment, Kawasaki Versys can strengthen its position in the domestic automation market. Appalaragi Kawasaki can enter opportunities into
segments of motorcycle users who want to drive long distances using motorcycles. The presence of Kawasaki Versys can attract the attention of the country's consumers, especially from the country's travel enthusiasts and motorcycle touring community. Kawasaki Versys is offered in the latest variants, ranging from
Rp62 million for 250 cc engines to the most expensive models of Rp 342 million for 1000 cc engine capacity. Kawasaki Versis faces many heavy competitors, including the 250cc class Benelli TRK 251 and the 650 class Suzuki V St. Room 650, as well as the KTM Super Adventure. Kawasaki Vercis Motor Tooling with
satisfactory performance is known as an automobile manufacturer with a fairly finished product diversification. Just like Kawasaki Belize filling adventure bike/tourer segment or Kawasaki cruiser bike. Known for its reliability in exploring highways in all conditions in Indonesia, Kawasaki Vess offers maximum enjoyment for
both long and short distances. Even on roads with strong winds, Kawasaki Velis is stable enough to drive with a wind shield feature that protects riders from gusty winds. In Indonesia, Kawasaki Versis is sold in four types: Kawasaki Versis 1000, Kawasaki Versis 650, Kawasaki Versis-X250 Tourer and Kawasaki VersisX250. Kawasaki Ves 1000 This is a Kawasaki Versys 1000 Big Beventur bike with a capacity enginecc. Provided by 1043 cc 4 cylinder engine, the latest Kawasaki Versys 1000 offers driving comfort in a variety of road conditions. Whether driving alone or traveling around the city to explore the country, this street bike
mum combines a combination of a four-cylinder engine with a flexible design and a nimble chassis with a dynamic chassis that can create comfort and satisfaction in driving. The design was very ergonomic for long trips. A sharp front sheath alloy with neat lines, the Versys 1000 is equipped with a solid double headlamp
and wind protection display that provides aerodynamic elements. The rear has 3 seats and sharp LED taillights, as well as lightweight front and rear tires with 17 rims. Well, kawasaki Versys 1000 achieves a maximum torque of 102 Nm at 7,500 rpm, with 1043 cc, 4 tactile engines, liquid coolant, DOHC, 4 valves per
cylinder, 4 inlines that can generate 120 PS power at 9,000 rpm, and all road conditions can be mastered. With a smooth 6-speed transmission system, the Versys 1000 delivers responsive drag and powerful torque. In 2019, Kawasaki Versys 1000 also added feature updates, cowl front designs, and new headlamp
designs. The headlamp section now hides dual LED headlamps and employs the Ninja series to sharpen. The front fairing has a high windshield with a more upright handlebar position and has hand dissatisfaction as well as a sturdy subframe. It also features an intertial measuring unit, traction control, cruise control and
ABS brakes. Kawasaki Versys 650 650 cc class presents kawasaki versis 650 cruiser. The new generation kawasaki Versys 650 looks fresh with a new dual headlamp design and an engine that creates more power and torque. The fuel tank capacity is also more with smooth engine vibrations and brackets for integrated
pannier systems. Kawasaki Vess 650 also uses more ABS brakes. The new generation was also launched in India last October. This Kawasaki Versys 650 gets a medium touring motor paint scheme that mixes black and green colors on the front and back. The fuel tank is gray. Twin 646 cc parallel 4-seater engine with
liquid coolant, DOHC 8 valve can produce 64 Nm power 69 PS at 64 Nm at 7,000 rpm with 6-speed transmission system. With a USD 41 mm fork suspension at the front and monoshock suspension at the rear, the Versys 650 features a 300 mm double disc brake on the front and a 250 mm single chakra on the back,
combined with a herring calibre with dual-channel ABS. Using a 17-inch rim with a road spec band, this bike is still minimal touchNo electronics and luxury electronic boards. Kawasaki Versys-X 250 is also available in city and tourer variants. Powered by a 250 cc dual cylinder engine, backbone and long front suspension
with a combination of 19 /17 rims, the Kawasaki Versys-X 250 has the tagline any road at any time. This cruiser bike offers the feeling and comfort of driving in a variety of situations. The engine is only 250cc, but the Kawasaki Versys-X 250 offers excellent engine performance. The engine type uses a 249cc with liquid
coolant, a 4-stroke parallel dual cylinder engine and a DOHC 8 valve that can produce large torque at low engine rotation. However, on the other hand, the power supply is set to be strong at high rpm. Kawasaki Versys-X 250 provides 32 PS torque at 11,500 rpm and 21.7 Nm at 10,000 rpm. The difference between the
City and Tourer versions is that the Tourier version has a box-squiri and right or pannier, and a LEDm DC outlet fog lamp for charging HP batteries, middle standards, handguards and ABS brakes. For the city version, accessories can be purchased separately. Kawasaki Versis-X 250 Toara Home / Motorcycle / Used
Motorcycle / Kawasaki / 37 Indonesia Rp53.500.0002020 KawasakiVersis 250 x. Kutautara, Kabubadun 3 DesRp 63,000,0002017Versys 250 Full Variations Pekan Barkota 8 NovRp 50,0002017 Kawasaki Versis X 250 Jagakarsa, South Jakarta Today Rp 117,000,0002015ABS nik 2014 Kawasaki versys 650 bs tt
versys 250, z250, 2 ninja50,er6Se, Bantur Kab.KemarinRp 197.000.0002016 as well as new, Hedon Kawasaki z800 bs tt z250, Ninja 250, versys 650Ceng Karen, West Jakarta Marine Rp 50.5002017versys 250 City Sense Tourer Special Conditions Medantenbun, Medan City Now make extra money by selling goods in
your community yesterday. Let's start selling on OLX, it's all quick and easy. Rp 55.000.0002017Kawasaki Versys X 250 - City Edition Tahun 2017Pesanggrahan, Jakarta Selatan4 hari yang laluRp 58.000.0002017Versys 250 X Tourer ABS IstimewaBandung Kidul, Bandung Kota4 hari yang laluRp
63.000.0002018Versys tourer 250 tahun 2018 milik pribadi pemakaian pribadiKesambi, Cirebon Kota4 hari yang laluRp 50.000.0002017Versys 250, motor kering pribadi, baru sekali bawak thouringSimpang Kiri, Subulussalam Kota6 hari yang laluRp 68.500.0002014ABS ninja 650 Er6F er6 Er6N bs tt zx25r, z250, ninja
250, versys 250Cengkareng, Jakarta Barat6 hari yang laluRp 68.500.0002014ABS kawasaki er6F er6 Er6N bs tt z250, versys 250, ninja 250, zx25r,Arjasari, Bandung Kab.6 hari yang laluRp 56.500.0002018Kawasaki Versys 250 ABS versi TOURER, ISTIMEWADuren Sawit , Jakarta Timur16 DesRp

197.500.0002013Kawasaki z1000 SE Fp bs tt versys 650, versys 1000, versys 250, er6Antapani (Cicadas), Bandung Kota15 DesRp 60.000.0002017Kawasaki Versys 250 X Tourer ABSKm 7k Pajac 04 2021Rp 51.0002017Di Your Kawasaki Versis 250 Kembangan, Jakarta Barratt 14 DesRp 60.800.0002017 Kawasaki
Versis 250 X Tuarah Abushijau 2017 Low Km 1 MurselPontara, Tangerang Serra Tankota 13 DesRp 60.800.0002017Versys 250 X Tuarah Abushijau 2017 Low Kilo 5k Mur Spa Jacques Panjan Pasar Chemis, Tangerang Kab.13 DesRp 60.0 800.0002017Versys 250 Tuarah Abushijau 2017 Low km Mursful Original Rp
51.000.00 02017Versys x 250 Type CityBuahbatu (Margasinta), Road prices for the Bandonkota 11 Dekawasaki Versys X 250 start at IDR 640,000, check out the hottest promotions with low TDP today December 23, 2020, Rp 17,8 tjuta and Emi Rp 2,43 tjuta (35x). Kawasaki Vercis X 250 Price Versis X 250 is priced
between Rp 637 million and Rp 67,9 million. There are two available variants of kawasaki Versis X 250 variant Versys X 250: Citi and Tulare.Kawasys X 250 Powertrains Versys X 250 with a liquid-cooled fuel injection 249 cc 2 cylinder engine that gives 33.5hp of power at 11500 rpm, supplying 21.7 Nm torque at
10000rpm. It comes with a choice of 6-speed transmission transmission transmissions. The Versys X 250 has a seat height of 180 mm. The front tire size is 100/90 R19 and the rear tire size is 130/80 R17. Kawasaki Versys X 250 Features The Features List of Versys X 250 includes ABS, pass switches, optional side
reflectors and sport riding modes in terms of safety. Features Chassis, suspension &amp; brakes include telescope fork front suspension, unitrack rear suspension, dual step seat type, disc front brake, disc rear brake. Features for console include digital odometer, digital fuel gauge, display screen, analog tachometer and
digital speedometer. 250.
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